Functional profiling of asymmetrically-organized human CCT/TRiC chaperonin.
Molecular organization of the eukaryote chaperonin known as CCT/TRiC complex was recently clarified. Eight distinct subunits are uniquely organized, providing a favorable folding cavity for specific client proteins such as tubulin and actin. Because of its heterogeneous subunit composition, CCT complex has polarized inner faces, which may underlie an essential part of its chaperonin function. In this study, we structurally characterized the closed and open states of CCT complex, using molecular dynamics analyses. Our results showed that the inter-subunit interaction energies were asymmetrically distributed and were remodeled during conformational changes of CCT complex. In addition, exploration of redox related characteristics indicated changes in inner surface properties, including electrostatic potential, pKa and exposure of inner cysteine thiol groups, between the closed and open states. Cysteine activation events were experimentally verified by interaction analyses, using tubulin as a model substrate. Our data highlighted the importance of dynamics-based structural profiling of asymmetrically oriented chaperonin function.